Analyzing genetic differences between closely related populations can be a powerful way to detect recent adaptation. The very large sample size of the UK Biobank is ideal for detecting selection using population differentiation, and enables an analysis of UK population structure at fine resolution. In analyses of 113,851 UK Biobank samples, population structure in the UK is dominated by 5 principal components (PCs) spanning 6 clusters: Northern Ireland, Scotland, northern England, southern England, and two Welsh clusters. Analyses with ancient Eurasians show that populations in the northern UK have higher levels of Steppe ancestry, and that UK peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
Introduction
Detecting signals of selection can provide biological insights into adaptations that have shaped human history [1] [2] [3] [4] . Searching for genetic variants that are unusually differentiated between populations is a powerful way to detect recent selection 5 ; this approach has been applied to detect signals of selection linked to lactase resistance 6, 7 , fatty acid decomposition 8 , hypoxia response 9-11 , malaria resistance [12] [13] [14] , and other traits and diseases [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Leveraging population differentiation to detect selection is particularly powerful when analyzing closely related subpopulations with large sample sizes 19 . Here, we analyze 113,851 samples of UK ancestry from the UK Biobank (see URLs) in conjunction with recently published People of the British Isles (PoBI) 20 and ancient DNA 21-24 data sets to draw inferences about population structure and recent selection. We employ a recently developed selection statistic that detects unusual population differentiation along continuous principal components (PCs) instead of between discrete subpopulations 25 , and combine our results with independent results from ancient Eurasians 23 . We detect three new signals of selection, and show that genetic variants with both new and previously reported 23 signals of selection are strongly associated to diastolic blood pressure in UK Biobank samples.
Results

Population Structure in the UK Biobank
We restricted our analyses of population structure to 113,851 UK Biobank samples of UK ancestry and 202,486 SNPs after quality control (QC) filtering and linkage disequilibrium (LD) pruning (see Online Methods). We ran principal components analysis (PCA) on this data, using our FastPCA implementation 25 (see URLs). We determined that the top 5 PCs represent geographic population structure (Figure 1 ), by visually examining plots of the top 10 PCs (Supplementary Figure 1) , observing that the eigenvalues for the top 5 PCs were above background levels, and that the eigenvectors were correlated with birth coordinate (Supplementary Table 1 ). The eigenvalue for PC1 was 20.99, which corresponds to the eigenvalue that would be expected at this sample size for two discrete subpopulations of equal size with an of 1.76 × 10 −4 (Supplementary Table 1 ).
We ran k-means clustering on these 5 PCs to partition the samples into 6 clusters, since PCs can differentiate + 1 populations ( Figure 1 , Table 1 Table 1 ). The largest cluster represented southern England, three clusters represented different regions in the northern UK (northern England, Northern Ireland and Scotland) and two clusters represented north and south Wales. The PCs separated the six UK clusters along two general geographical axes: a north-south axis and a Welsh-specific axis. PC1
and PC3 both separated individuals on north-south axes of variation, with southern England on one end and one of the northern UK clusters on the other. PC2 separated the Welsh clusters from the rest of the UK. PC4 separated the Scotland cluster from the Northern Ireland cluster.
PC5 separated the north Wales and south Wales (also known as Pembrokeshire) clusters from each other.
We next analyzed UK Biobank population structure in conjunction with ancient DNA samples.
Modern European populations are known to have descended from three ancestral populations:
Steppe, Mesolithic Europeans and Neolithic farmers 21, 22 . We projected ancient samples from these three populations as well as ancient Saxon samples 24 peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/055855 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 27, 2016;  Additionally, the lack of any ancient sample correlation with PC2 suggests that Welsh populations are not differentially admixed with any ancient population in our data set, and likely underwent Welsh-specific genetic drift. We confirmed these findings by projecting panEuropean POPRES 26 samples onto the UK Biobank PCs (see Online Methods, Supplementary Figure 5) 
Signals of Natural Selection
We searched for signals of selection using a recently developed selection statistic that detects unusual population differentiation along continuous PCs 25 . Notably, this statistic is able to detect selection signals at genome-wide significance. We analyzed the top 5 UK Biobank PCs (which were computed using LD-pruned SNPs), and computed selection statistics at 510,665
SNPs, reflecting the set of SNPs after QC but before LD-pruning (see Online Methods). The Manhattan plot for PC1 is reported in Figure 4 , with additional plots in Supplementary Figure 6 .
We detected genome-wide significant signals of selection at FUT2 and at several loci with widely known signals of selection (Table 3) . Loci with suggestive signals of selection ( < 10 −6 ) are reported in Supplementary Table 3 . FUT2 has also previously been reported as a target of natural selection 28,29 , although those results focused on frequency differences between highly diverged continental populations whereas our results implicate much more recent selection. Table 4 ), two linked SNPs in FUT2 whose allele frequencies vary on a northsouth axis in UK Biobank data. rs492602 and rs676388 were suggestively significant ( < 1.00 × 10 −6 ) but not genome-wide-significant in tests for selection using the GERA data set (Supplementary Table 5 ), emphasizing the advantage of analyzing more closely related subpopulations in very large sample sizes in the UK Biobank data set. These three SNPs were also significant when analyzing the 6 UK Biobank clusters described above using a test for selection based on unusual differentiation between discrete subpopulations (Supplementary Table 6 ).
To detect additional signals of selection, we combined our PC-based selection statistics from the UK Biobank data with a previously described selection statistic that detects unusual allele We confirmed the independence of the two selection statistics by checking that the combined statistics were not inflated, as well as by examining the correlations between the two selection statistics (Supplementary Table 7 ). We looked for signals that were genome-wide significant in peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission. 51 . We note that PC1 and PC3 were strongly associated with height in the UK Biobank data set, and PC3 and PC4 were associated with DBP(Supplementary Table 9 ). GRK4 52 , AGT 52
and ATP1A1 14 have also been reported to be under selection and to be associated with DBP or hypertension. None of the SNPs in GRK4 or ATP1A1 were found to be under selection or associated with DBP or hypertension in our analyses. The AGT SNP rs699 was associated with DBP ( = 7.2 × 10 −10 ) and nominally associated to hypertension ( = 4.8 × 10 −4 ), although it did not produce a significant signal of selection in our analyses.
Discussion
In this study, we used PCA to analyze the population structure of a large UK cohort ( = 113,851). We detected 5 PCs representing geographic population structure that partitioned this cohort into six subpopulation clusters. Projecting ancient samples onto these PCs revealed greater Steppe ancestry in northern UK samples. No ancient samples were found to vary along the Welsh-specific axis, suggesting that the Welsh populations differ from the rest of the UK peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/055855 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 27, 2016; due to drift and not different levels of admixture. We also determined that UK population structure cannot be explained as a simple mixture of Celts and Saxons.
We leveraged the subtle population structure and large sample size of the UK Biobank data set to detect signals of natural selection. We determined that the rs601338*A allele of FUT2 was more common in northern UK samples, suggesting that pathogens may have exerted selective pressure in those populations. Combining a selection statistic that detects selection via population differentiation within the UK with a separate statistic that detects selection since ancient population admixture in Europe, we were able to detect selection at two additional loci, F12 and CYP1A2/CSK. We additionally found associations to diastolic blood pressure at CYP1A2/CSK and at the ATXN2/SH2B3 locus implicated in a previous selection scan.
We conclude by noting three limitations in our work. First, we employed PCA, a widely used method for analyzing population structure 25,53,54 , but haplotype-based methods such as fineSTRUCTURE may be more powerful 20, 55, 56 ; recent advances in computationally efficient phasing 57,58 increase the prospects for applying such methods to biobank scale data. Second, we employed methods designed to detect selection at individual loci, but did not employ methods to detect polygenic selection [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] ; our observation that top PCs were correlated with height and DBP in the UK Biobank data set, which could potentially be consistent with the action of polygenic selection on these traits, motivates further analyses of possible polygenic selection. Finally, the PC-based test for selection that we employed assumes that allele frequencies vary linearly along a PC. The spatial ancestry analysis (SPA) method [64] [65] [66] allows for a peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/055855 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 27, 2016; logistic relationship between allele frequency and ancestry, and is not constrained by this limitation. However, the advantage of the PC-based test for selection is that it allows for the detection of genome-wide significant signals, a key consideration in genome scans for selection.
Online Methods
UK Biobank data set
The UK Biobank phase 1 data release contains 847,131 SNPs and 152,729 samples. We removed SNPs that were multi-allelic, had a genotyping rate less than 99%, or had minor allele frequency (MAF) less than 1%. We also removed samples with non-British ancestry as well as samples with a genotyping rate less than 98%. This left 510,665 SNPs and 118,650 samples, a data set that we call "QC*." Using PLINK2 67 (see URLs), we removed SNPs not in HardyWeinberg equilibrium ( < 10 −6 ), and we LD-pruned SNPs to have 2 < 0.2. We then generated a genetic relationship matrix (GRM) and removed one of each any pair of samples with relatedness greater than 0.05. This data set, which we call "LD," contained 210,113 SNPs and 113,851 samples. Taking the full set of SNPs from the QC* data set and the set of unrelated samples from the LD data set produces the final "QC" dataset.
PoBI and POPRES data sets samples with all four grandparents born within 80km of each other. We also examined 2,988
peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission. DNA was extracted from bone tissue, PCR amplified and then purified using a hybrid capture approach [22] [23] [24] . The resulting DNA was sequenced on Illumina MiSeq, HiSeq or NextSeq platforms. Sequenced reads were aligned to the human genome using BWA and called SNPs were intersected with the SNPs found on the Human Origins Array 27 .
PCA
We ran PCA on the UK Biobank LD dataset using the FastPCA software in EIGENSOFT 25 (see URLs). We identified several artifactual PCs that were dominated by regions of long-range LD (Supplementary Figure 7) . Removing loci with significant or suggestive selection signals (Supplementary Table 10 ) along with their flanking 1Mb regions from the LD data set and rerunning PCA eliminated these artifactual PCs (Supplementary Figure 1) . We refer to the resulting data set with 202,486 SNPs and 113,851 samples as the "PC" dataset.
PC Projection
We projected PoBI 20 (642,288 SNPs, 2,039 samples from 30 populations), POPRES 26 (453,442 SNPs, 4,079 samples from 60 populations) and ancient DNA 22,23 (159,588 SNPs, 52 samples from 4 populations) samples onto the UK Biobank PCs via PC projection 53 . The SNPs in the UK Biobank QC data set were intersected with those in the projected data set and A/T and C/G peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/055855 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online May. 27, 2016; SNPs were removed due to strand ambiguity (75,254, 37,593 and 24,467 SNPs for PoBI, POPRES and ancient DNA, respectively). The intersected set of SNPs was stringently LD-pruned for 2 < 0.05 using PLINK2 67 (see URLs) (leaving 27,769, 20,914 and 15,722 SNPs respectively). SNP weights were computed for the intersected set of SNPs and these weights were then used to project the new samples onto the UK Biobank PCs 53 .
PCA-based selection statistic
PCA is equivalent to the singular value decomposition ( = ) where is the normalized distribution 25 . One benefit of this statistic is that the PCs can be generated on one set of SNPs (here we used the PC dataset described earlier) and the selection statistic can be calculated on another set of SNPs (we used the QC dataset).
Signals of selection were clustered by considering all SNPs for which the -value along at least one PC was less than an initial threshold (which we set at 10 −6 ) and clustering together SNPs within 1Mb. We defined genome-wide significant loci based on clusters that contained at least one SNP with a -value smaller than the genome-wide significance threshold. Since we analyzed 5 PCs and 510,665 SNPs, the genome-wide significance threshold was 
Association tests
Association analyses were performed using PLINK2 67 with the top 5 PC as covariates using the "--linear" or "--logistic" flags.
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Figures Results of PCA with k-means clustering
The top 5 PCs in UK Biobank data are displayed. Samples were clustered using these PCs into 6 clusters with k-means clustering (see Table 1 ). PC5 is plotted against PC2, because PC5 primarily separated the orange and red clusters, which were separated from the other clusters by PC2.
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Results of PCA with projection of PoBI samples
The top 5 PCs in UK Biobank data are displayed with PoBI samples projected onto these PCs.
PoBI populations which visually best matched the clusters from k-means clustering were used to assign names to the six clusters (Table 1) .
Results of PCA with projection of ancient samples
The top 5 PCs in UK Biobank data are displayed with ancient samples projected onto these PCs.
Selection statistics for UK Biobank along PC1
A Manhattan plot with − log 10 ( ) values is displayed. Values above the significance threshold (dotted line, = 1.96 × 10 −8 , = 0.05 after correcting for 5 PCs and 510,665 SNPs) are displayed as larger points and are labeled with the locus they correspond to (see Table 3 ).
− log 10 ( ) values larger than 10 are truncated at 10 for easier visualization and are displayed as even larger points.
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We report the top selection statistic for each locus reaching genome-wide significance, restricting to loci that were not genome-wide significant in either the UK Biobank selection statistic or the ancient Eurasian selection statistics. Neighboring SNPs <1Mb apart with genome-wide significant signals were grouped together into a single locus. 
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Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure 1 Results of PCA after removing long-range LD regions
Regions with high SNP weights from the first PCA run were removed and PCA was run on the remainder of the genome (see Online Methods). The resulting PCs are no longer influenced by long-range LD regions. A visual inspecion suggests that PC1-PC5 have interesting population structure while PC6-PC10 do not.
Supplementary Figure 2 Results of PCA with k-means clustering for all PCs
This is an expanded set of plots similar to Figure 1 , except that plots of all pairs of top PCs are displayed.
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Supplementary Tables   Supplementary Table 1 PC eigenvalues and geographical correlations PC1-PC5 all had elevated eigenvalues, while PC6-PC10 had eigenvalues which were close to background levels. In the case where there are two equal-sized sample sets from distinct populations, the between the two populations can be estimated from the top eigenvalue ( ) via the following formula: peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
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